HONGKONG—MACAO
the kindly air of one who wishes to reassure a slightly ner-
vous child about a thunderstorm. They never stay very
long.9
After tea, she and I went for a walk. It was already be-
ginning to get dark. We climbed a small hill behind the
village, overlooking the Canton valley. Beneath us lay the
great sprawling city, and, all around it, in the dusk, the
mysterious, wooded Kwantung plains. Along the horizon,
miniature mountains poked up their little hat-like peakg.
It was the landscape of Alice through the Looking-Glass.
Here you might make a Lewis Carroll walking-tour, com-
ing unexpectedly upon the strangest of people engaged in
the queerest of tasks—two old men trying to put a rat into
a bottle, a woman pouring water through a sieve. And yet
all these topsy-turvy occupations, when one came to in-
quire into their purpose, would prove, no doubt, to be
eminently practical and sane. The Chinese, we had been
told, do nothing without an excellent reason.
As we walked home, our hostess discussed the students
at the Paak Hok Tung theological college. The teaching
of Christian theology, she said (and we were to hear this
repeated by many other mission-workers), is a difficult
problem in China. The motives which bring the Chinese
student into the western mission-school are likely to be
mixed. On the material side, he has much to gain: know-
ledge of a European language, initiation into Occidental
ways, the possibility of a good job. Christianity, since the
conversion of Chiang Kai-shek, is politically fashionable,
and is likely to become even more so in the future, if the
present regime survives this war.
And, even supposing that the student is earnest in his
intentions, he will find Christian theology hard to digest.
The Chinese mind is not naturally attracted to the Myth.
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